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PRODUCER/DIRECTOR/WRITER: A FEW PITCH PROJECTS IN PRODUCTION

PURE JUICE
A feature documentary that tells 
the story of snow and skate 
pioneer Tom Sims

ADVENTURE SPORTS 4K
A cutting edge 4k series delves 
into adventure sports

SESSION EARTH
An environmental and cultural
television series that gives back

BEYOND THE BEATEN PATH
A 13 week TV series that spans 
the globe with three dauntless 
brothers 



CORPORATE BRAND STORYTELLING
Producer/Creative Director: Builderman the Nike Internal Legacy Video

Nike commissioned me to do an internal 
“pride” piece on the co-founder of NIKE, Bill 
Bowerman. Narrated by Sam Elliott, 
“Builderman” uncovers the passion and 
determination of one of sport’s true  
innovators. Working directly with Phil Knight 
and CEO Mark Parker, this project was 
broadcasted worldwide to a closed circuit of 
Nike employees and lasts today as a staff 
orientation video to the rich history of NIKE.
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PRODUCER: CORPORATE IMAGE VIDEO

I conceptualized and produced over 20 sports adventure vignettes to demonstrate 
the applications for Globalstar’s new Spot GPS tracking and rescue device, from 
the mountains to the sea and everything in-between, I relied on my vast experience 
in adventure and sports production to employ authentic talent to the project. 
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CORPORATE BRAND STORYTELLING
Creative Director: Stratos Project

The Stratos Project was a successful 
mission by Felix Baumgartner to jump 
from a capsule in near space to break the 
world record.

I served as Creative Director for Press 
Release videos and promotions for Red 
Bull and served as 2nd Unit Director for 
BBC Documentary.
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Producer/Director/Writer
Red Bull: The Ultimate Ride Trilogy The Ultimate Ride was a three part 

series featuring the icons of three 
action sports disciplines; kayaking the 
Zambezi River with Steve Fisher; 
Jumping the Arc d’Triumph in Vegas 
with FMX star Robbie Maddison; and a 
mission to Japan with X Games 
Champion snowboarder Shaun White.

I conceived, wrote and directed the 
series which aired on STARZ and 
distributed by Lionsgate.
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Producer/Director/Writer
Red Bull: The Ultimate Ride/Steve Fisher 

The Ultimate Ride – Steve Fisher is a documentary that 
follows kayaking’s most legendary figure as he prepares 
himself for a perilous trip down Zambia’s Zambezi River at 
what could be the highest levels ever paddled.  In these high 
roaring waters, Fisher grapples with extreme conditions and 
uncertain political stability, mapping out a course unlike any 
ever seen in adventure sports. 
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https://vimeo.com/75810793


Producer/Director/Writer
Red Bull: Shaun White The Ultimate Ride 

I led a crew to Japan to film Olympic Snowboard Champion, Shaun White, as he took 
on the epic snowfall of Hokaido.  The movie tracks his rise to become the most 
famous snowboarder in the world and how his skills would translate from the X 
Games style venue to the deep and steep terrain of the backcountry.  The film was 
distributed by Lionsgate and aired on STARZ.
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Producer/Director/Writer
Red Bull: The Ultimate Ride/Maddo-Millen 

The Ultimate Ride – Maddo-Millen is the final 
edition of The Ultimate Ride Trilogy, The film 
documents the exploits and preparation of two of 
motorsports most daring athletes, freestyle 
motocross star, Robbie Maddison and extreme 
stunt driver Rhys Millen. Maddison’s tale ends with 
a successful motorcycle jump to the top of The 
Vegas Arc de Triomphe, while Millen attempted the 
first back-flip in a truck. 
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CORPORATE BRAND STORYTELLING
Director/Co-Creator: DeMarini Sports

Ray Demarini and I began an odyssey that led us both to our passions in life. 
In 1996 I enlisted “The Bad Little Dude” to help create a video title for ESPN 
called “The Reflex Hitting System”, which became one of the ESPN’s top 
selling how-to videos. From there, Ray and I created an ESPN TV series 
called Ultimate Softball that propelled Ray’s inventive bat technology to what it 
is today- a top end softball and baseball bat used by championship college 
programs across the country! Ray and I also started ERAY Motion Media 
which created television spots like “Monkey See Monkey Do”.  

TV Spot

https://youtu.be/4LvfG5urjbA


DOCUMENTARIES: Producer/Director/Writer
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Fire On The Track, The Steve Prefontaine Story:  
Producer/Director/Writer

Fire On The Track  has been hailed as the greatest running 
movie of all time (Let’s Run, Running Movies, Competitor), 
winning the Silver Apple Award at The New York Film Festival. 
The documentary inspired two Hollywood movies that came on 
its heels. I had the great honor to work with Ken Kesey to 
narrate the film and who marked up my script like a college 
literature professor!

I also was fortunate to collaborate with Geoff Hollister, one of 
NIKE’s original pioneers. Geoff produced the film and introduced 
me to some of the world’s most influential athletes, including Phil 
Knight. Geoff passed on in 2012 and I was honored to produce 
his memorial legacy video. 
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http://running.competitor.com/2014/11/lists/25-greatest-running-movies-ever_118584


The Find, Claiming Nelscott Reef:  
Producer/Director/Writer

I was drawn to this project because it had a double 
meaning to me.  Territorialism is an issue in surfing and 
can get quite contentious.  The irony struck me that this 
was a wave that was once Native American coastal 
water. Now, a new breed of pro surfers were moving 
into claim the wave for contests, pushing out the local 
surfers. No one owns a wave, right? 

                            Photo: Richard Hallman
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We Grew Wings premiered during the Olympic Track and Field Trials to a capacity 
crowd at the historic McDonald Theater in Eugene, Oregon. Narrated by Katharine 
Ross, it tells the story of two women’s track teams from different eras, their 
struggles for recognition in the shadow of the men’s programs and the stark 
differences in women’s sports programs since Title 9. 

We Grew Wings: Co-Director/Writer
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Co-Producer/Director/Writer
Award winning Nike project- There Is No Finish Line
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Director/Writer: Award Winning Feature Film

Still relevant today! 

Released in 2002, Have You Seen Clem, was promoted as a 
docu-dram-edy. It’s a “road-buddy” film combining the aspects of 
documentary, reality and narrative- with a hidden POV camera that 
predates GoPro. Clem was a homeless character who was a 
device to get inside the homeless scene from Portland to New 
Orleans and all point in-between. His name is an acronym for 
Consume Less Enjoy More. 

Produced by Dan Wilkins, with cinematography by Ethan Shiels, 
I’ve taken credit for directing and writing-- though the movie sort of 
wrote itself as we discovered the dire and often bizarre situation of 
homelessness in America. 
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Producer/Creative Director: Liquid Edge for EDGEtv

Liquid Edge is a weekly one-hour magazine-style series highlighting 
watersports from around the globe. The Series showcases visually 
stunning sports such as big wave tow-in surfing, kiteboarding, freestyle 
jet skiing, professional surfing, windsurfing, stand-up paddling, 
free-diving, wakeboarding, cliff diving and whitewater kayaking. From 
profiles featuring the top watersport athletes, to previews of the latest 
sport-specific videos, to highlights of the world's premier watersport 
events, Liquid Edge takes the viewer on an adrenalized thrill ride by 
showcasing a wide range of disciplines that make up the exciting world 
of watersports.
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Producer/Creative Director: Web Series
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Eray Motion Media produced a series of promotional videos introducing America to Veterans and 
First-Responders who are overcoming adversity, and living their lives to the fullest. The Bird’s 
Eye View Project combines heart and soul, with mind-blowing extreme adventures, that will build 
awareness about the issues, and the charities working to serve those who served for us. 
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Producer/Director/Writer/Editor
erich@erich.tv
503.329.7715
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